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DOOR
CRASHER

FEDERAL 
FEILD LOAD
STOCK #HI23-2

12 GAUGE 2 3/4" # 2 SHOT

CASE LOTS ONLY!

Was $139.99

$84.99/CASE
REG. $699.99 NOW
$639.99
MARLIN 30-30 LEVER ACTION RIFLE
-The Model 336W lever action has a six-shot capacity,
in .30-30 Win. 
-The 20-inch Micro-Groove barrel features an
adjustable semi-buckhorn folding rear, and a ramp
front sight with brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.  It
features a blued steel barrel band. The stock has a
walnut finished hardwood laminated finish. Comes with
factory mounted and boresighted 3-9x32mm scope.
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REG. $849.99 NOW
$749.99
RUGER SR-22 TACTICAL RIFLE
The SR-22 Rifle places a standard 10/22 action inside a
top-quality, American made, all-aluminum chassis that is
custom-manufactured to Ruger specs. Features a
Picatinny rail optics mount; rapid-deploy sights; round,
mid-length handguard; and a patented, detachable
10-shot rotary magazine. This product faithfully replicates
the AR-platform dimensions between the sighting plane,
buttstock height and grip. Black, collapsible synthetic
stock.

REG. $529.99 NOW
$479.99
RUGER 10/22 TAKEDOWN
• Quick separation of forend and buttstock for easy
takedown
• Weighs less than 5 lb. for easy handling
• Impact- and abrasion-resistant trigger housing
• Weather-resistant stainless steel barrel and composite
stock
• Includes backpack-style carry case
• 18-1/2-inch stainless steel barrel and has a black
synthetic stock.

REG. $279.99 NOW
$199.99
OPTIMA 12 & 410 GAUGE
• 3” / 76 mm chamber single barrel shotgun with hammer.
• Capability of firing both 3” / 76 mm and 2 ¾” / 70 mm shells.
• Barrels are made of nickel-chromium-molybdenum steel with
chrome plating internally.
• Medium width (8 mm) checkered ventilated antiglare rib.
• Fixed cylinder choke.
• White chrome plated steel receiver.
• Synthetic stock with check-piece & synthetic fore-end.
• Soft rubber butt pad.
• Sling swivels.

REG. $549.99
NOW $449.99
REMINGTON 870 EXPRESS 12 GUAGE
- 28" vent-rib bead-sighted barrel
- Standard Express finish on barrel and receiver
- Shoots both 2 3/4" and 3" shells
- Receiver milled from a solid billed of steel for
maximum strength and reliability
- Silk-smooth twin action bars prevent binding
and twisting for maximum strength and reliability

REG. $499.99 NOW
$399.99
SAVAGE XP BOLT ACTION W/SOPE
- Dual-pillar bedding
- Rugged composite stock with a 22" matte-finished
free-floating barrel
- Convenient four-round detachable magazine
- Mounted and boresighted black matte 3-9x40mm riflescope
- Chambered in 243, 308, 270, 30-06.

Combine all that together and you the best entry-level rifle
combos ever produced!
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15%
OFF

HELLE 
NORWAY KNIVES
MODELS AVAILABLE IN STORE
- FOSSEKALLEN, GAUPE, JEGERMESTER,
STEINBIT, ALDEN, ULVEN, FOLKENIVEN,
NYING, BESSEGGEN, BRAKER, DOKKA,
EGGEN, FJELKNIVEN, TEMAGAMI
Each knife is designed with a specific task in
mind. The purpose of a specific knife may not be
that it should replace a couple of other tools and
be versatile and multifunctional tool. Or its
mission can be to be the best hunting & fishing
knife around!

Was this on your Christmas List?

STARTING AT $836.99
WAS $929.99
REMINGTON MODEL 700 SERIES
MODEL 700
The legendary strength of it's 3-rings-of-steel receiver paired
with a hammer-forged barrel, combine to yield the most
popular bolt action rifle in history. Chambered in 243, 308,
30-06, 7MM MAG.
MODEL 700 SPS
Features include an improved ergonomically designed
synthetic stock carbon steel barrels, and receivers drilled
and tapped for scope mounts. Chambered in  223

REG. $179.99
NOW $139.99
HATSON MODEL 33 .177 AIR RIFLE
Single shit break barrel action.
Manual safety & automatic cocking safety.
Anti bear-trap safety.
Rubber butt pad.
Groved cylinder for scope & mounted scope
stop.

REG. $174.99 NOW
$154.99
WETTERLINGS FOREST AXE
This is the special American design for a forestry
workers axe, used when felling and limbing trees with
saw and axe. A heavy head and a long handle gives
energy and force to the work, at the same time
making it safe and ergonomic. The length of the
handle is suitable for large persons, but will do the job
for everybody who has the strength and willingness to
use the power of this axe.

REG. $164.99 NOW
$142.99
WETTERLINGS OUTDOOR AXE
A lightweight Axe with a longer handle, made to fit both one and
two hand use. The two-hand use makes it possible to chop with a
greater force. With the Outdoor Axe you can chop down fairly
large trees – but we advice you to be kneeling while chopping –
you get better safety and a better ergonomic position. The Outdoor
Axe is also good for limbing, if you need to sharpen a stick or chop
some wood. It is recommended when living the traditional life in
the woods, where forest, wood, axe and fire are intertwined.
The Outdoor Axe fits in a large back pack, but can also be carried
in your belt.

REG. $109.99 NOW
$87.99
SPYDERCO - DELICA C11SBK
4-way Clip. Screw-together construction.
Skeletonized steel internal liners. Phosphor bronze
washers.
FRN Bi-Directional Textured® handle.
David Boye Dent. Enlarged opening hole.
Spine jimping. Flat saber-ground blade.
Made using the highest quality materials
Tested for quality and durability
The most trusted name in you cutlery needs

REG. $64.99 NOW
$51.99
CRKT - M16-10ZY
The every day carry Zytel Knife
High carbon stainless steel blade
Zytel handle
1-position clip carry system
Flipper
Product Dimensions (L x W x H): 5.00 x 1.50 x
1.25 Inches

REG. $79.99 NOW
$67.99
BUCK CLEARWATER PRO
Clearwater Pro

This flexible fillet knife has a comfortable and safe rubberized
handle, and an injection molded sheath with drainage holes
for easy carry and stowing. The full tang blade features a triple
edge design with backside edging for breaking down fish
during non-fillet cuts. A great fit for both freshwater and salt
water anglers alike!

BLADE LENGTH: 6"

REG. $99.99 NOW
$89.99
OUTDOOR EDGE SWING BLADE
With the push of a button, this Outdoor Edge®
SwingBlaze SwingBlade® Drop Point Skinner/Big Game
Gutting Knife changes from a drop point skinner to a big
game gutting knife. Innovative design cuts beneath the
skin to open game like a zipper. Rubberized Kraton®
handle gives you a positive, non-slip grip even when wet.
Blade is made of Aichi AUS-9 stainless steel. Includes
nylon belt sheath. Skinning blade: 3.6''. Gutting blade:
3.2''. Overall length: 8.3''. 

REG. $89.99 NOW
$69.99
LANSKY TRI STONE BENCH SYSTEM
Product # BS-TR100
-Diamond Stone (100% coverage) for Fast
Reconditioning - 120 coarse grit
-Alumina-Oxide Stone for Sharpening - 280 medium
grit
-Ceramic Stone for Final Polishing - 1000 fine grit
-Screw holes included in base for easy bench mounting
-Non-slip rubber feet

REG. $129.99 NOW
$89.99
LANSKY DIAMOND CONTROLLED SHARPENER
Features:
Monocrystalline Diamonds
Coarse Purple Hone: (120 grit diamond) for edge reconditioning
Medium Orange Hone: (280 grit diamond) for sharpening and
less frequent touch-ups
Fine Gold Hone: (600 grit diamond) for most frequent touch-ups
to keep your blade paper-slicing sharp
Honing Oil: Specially Formulated for sharpening
Easy to use, multi-angle clamp: to hold the blade securely
Guide Rods: One for every hone


